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This is a limitation description concerning the DMA transfer that uses the reload function.

1. Description of the limitation

   When executing DMA transfer by reload function of DMAC, setting different value to DMA reload transfer count register (RDMATCR_n) from the DMA transfer count register (DMATCR_n) value set when transfer is started lead to an error in the operation of the half end flag of DMA channel control register (CHCR_n).

   Even though the value of DMATCR_n is rewritten by reload operation, half end flag is set based on the value set when transfer is started. Because of this, there may be errors where (a) the set timing of the half end flag is not correct, or (b) the half end flag can not be set, may be generated.

2. Restrictions on use

   When executing DMA transfer by reload function under the condition that different values are set to RDMATCR_n from DMATCR_n, do not use half end flag or half end interrupt.